Corneal asphericity and retinal image quality: a case study and simulations.
The optical quality of retinal images is dependent on the refracting elements of the eye including the nominally aspheric cornea and crystalline lens. This paper presents a retrospective theoretical analysis of the impact of corneal asphericity on the quality of retinal images. Clinical data are from the VISX Incorporated CustomVue IDE. Topography, contrast sensitivity, and visual acuity data were collected from 278 myopic eyes before and after wavefront-guided laser surgery. The measured corneal surface of each eye was fitted to a conic, and a Q-value was computed for a 5.5-mm pupil. A model eye was used to simulate various amounts of optical asphericity. Preoperatively, most corneas exhibited negative conic shape constants. Postoperatively, corneas were about equally divided between positive and negative conics. There was no statistically significant correlation between the shape of the cornea and the subjects' perceptions of image quality including contrast sensitivity and visual acuity. Simulations showed that the corneal Q-value can vary from more to less prolate depending upon the shape of the internal surface. Following wavefront-guided laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK), contrast sensitivity is usually good and is not dependent upon the corneal conic shape. Better visual outcomes are more likely with a customized shape than a standard best conic shape.